May 21: Installation of Officers and Recognition of our Scholarship Recipient

Once again Betty Hayes installed our officers. For 2014-2015 Harold Black-1st VP, Michele Bibb-2VP, Judy McFeaters-Recording Secretary, Carolyn Pfeiffer-Treasurer, Betty Hayes, Judy Lynn-President, Janet James- past President, Louise Calvert-Corresponding Secretary, not pictured Glennie Lecocke-Parliamentarian. Sarah Villarreal is our appointed Chaplain and Nancy Dooley is head of the Children’s Book Drive.

Perhaps no group has done more to enhance NSARTA’s warm, attractive, and friendly atmosphere than our Hospitality Group. Pictured here with Judy Lynn are Dolores Ramón, Peggy Peterson, Linda Nolder, Barbara Rothe, and Sue Blom.
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Mike Kramer from Krueger Middle School is NSARTA's 2014 Professional Enhancement Scholarship Winner.

Mike Kramer, the Robotics Teacher at Krueger Middle School, was NSARTA's 2014 Scholarship winner. He had no previous training on the software program necessary for illustrating his robotics projects. Although he could manage some of the student's software and his students have placed in state wide competition, Mike felt that he could enhance his students understanding and that his teams would be much more competitive if he could fully use the computer support programs. His request was for assistance to attend the National Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon University.

Mike with one of his winning teams and their robot.

Mike's students show off their robot and Mike holds the certificate showing his scholarship.
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Proud parents join Mike and the students as he receives his scholarship. Michele Bibb chairs NSARTA’s scholarship committee.

Mike Kramer is second from the left. Mike successfully completed the course and is now back in his classroom. He says his students are building robots and soon they will have all the software on Krueger’s system to get them moving.
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Judy Lynn presented state awards to 39 members of NSARTA.

Many of them are pictured below.

Peggy Peterson is not only Ms Hospitality, she was recognized as part of the Each One Bring One campaign for having brought the most new members to NSARTA.

Judy also recognized Louis Reyes, the custodian at San Pedro Presbyterian Church, for his consistent service to NSARTA.
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Many others watched the installation and scholarship award.

Dolores Ramón  Linda Nolder  Cy Firgens  Georgia Couch  Earl Hessong

Carlos Ortiz  Linda Davis  Pat Loewe  Carolyn Pfeiffer

Debby Moulton  Cindy Nobles  Beverly Jefferson  Carl Doyle
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Michele Bibb  Sandra Neubert  Mary Ann Freymuth

Judy and NSARTA’s Stitchery Leadership
Ladru Barker and Josie Broekhove

A door prize winner is Ann Fryburger

Entertainment was provided by Paul Cwiklik and Deanna Van Pelt